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INTRODUCTIO:N
Problems relatillg to reading in all its various aspects have excited
a great deal of interest.

There is an extensive literature concerning

the nature of reading, the measurement of reading ability, the diagnosis
of tactors contributing to reading disabilities, and the improvement ot
This very interest in the problem ot

reading ability at all age levels.

reading, hc:nrever, quite probably" stems from the situation hinted at by
Bennett when he comments that Ita glance at the typical magazine sales
stand or a little observation ot the reading habits ot adults will
cause one to wonder whether the great majority ot the population of
literate America mows how to
The nature

read

in

au.r but

a limited sense." (2:1)

ot reading, as a total process or activity, is an impor-

tant question to which nouniversal.lT accepted answer has been given.
Some authors, in their disoussioa of reading problems and in their ex-

perimental investigations, imply" that reading is silply" a process in
whioh the stu.dent moves his eyes across successive lines of print, interprets what he perceives and stores it in his memory.

Too frequently",

however, the importanoe ot the interpretative phase ot the process is
minimized or even ignored.
retentive process.

Reading thus becomes a .re receptive and

Aocording to Buswell, "reading is simply" a process

ot interpreting a certain kind of visual Eaperience in which conventional
symbols on a printed page are substituted for the cOllllllon objects in the

1.

environment. n (7 :144) .
This concept of reading we must reject because it is not
inclusive.

sufficient~

Moore indicates a·more satisfactor,y interpretation when he

states that perception, whether of objec'k or words, "consists

essential~

in the assimilation of a sensory presentation to the intellectual categories ot past aperienoe ••• ttl According to this conception, reading is
a complex process involving the perception and the active intellectual
interpretation of the printed symbols.
o~

The student, therefore, JIIIlSt not

perceive words; he must think as he reads.
Johnson makes the following pertinent observation concerning this

type of readi ng I lilt involves not onlJ" the simple understanding of meaning; it involves the recognition of relationships; it includes the abili't7
to see implicatioD8 and to draw inferences; it requires interpretations
and. critical. evaluations; it calls for intelligent applicatioa to iDae-

diate problems." (25:82)

Beading, therefore, should not be thought of as involving simplT the

perception, comprehension and retention of items of knowledge.

Rather,

it is a complex activity which calls into pl81" all those intellectual
abilities and habits which educational institutions strive to inculcate
and develop in their students.

In other words, reading is one of the ut-

most importance to the student of and
forms of intellectual. activity.

bz

itself as one of the highest

In this concept of reading, the acquisi-

tion of items of knowledge from the printed page is a secondary' impor-

tau ••

~ore,

T. V. Cognitive PSlcholoqo

1939. Page 328.

New York: J. B. Lippincott Com:p8l'J1',

3.
The widespread interest and the extensive literature mentidtied above
only reflects the importance of reading to the individual, both as a student and as a member of society.

Jlany writers, perhaps over-emphasizing

the obvious, have elaborated upon the essential role played by reading in
enabling the student to survive and progress academicalq.

nllthough

efficient reading does not guarantee high academic performance,

co~trolled

studies indicate that it does influence total academic achievement to a
isgniticant degree." (41:7)· It is commonly pointed out in this connection
that b.r far the maj orit:r of high school and college courses demand that
the student be able to read and to read well.

The student who cannot read

at a satisfactory rate, or who does not adequately comprehend what he
reads, is poorly equipped to withstand the intellectual. rigors of high
school and college.

It such a student does survive, his efficiency is

greatly impaired and he is unable to reap to the fullest his educational.
harvest.
The ability to read well,however, is important not only to students.
It is important to the business man, the professional man, the housewife,
the laborer, the farmer.

With characteristicaJ..1y" American emphasis on

pragmatic values, various writers have been quick to point out that the
business man can advance his own interests if he is capable of reading
widely and intelligentlyJ that the professional

JD8D

can hardly aspire to

competence in his chosen field unless he reads himself full of his subject; that the housewife who reads rapidly" and with understanding can
aoquire information which will enable her to make a more efficient and
pleasant home; that the laborer and the farmer can hope to advance themselves to a great extent by reading firm and labor bulletins.

4.
A less obvious, but more f1mdamental value of reading is tcfbe
found in its relation to the democratic form of government.

It almost

has become a platitude that JUch government is predicated, at least in
theory, upon an alert and informed citizelll7. . But these citizens frequent~

acquire their information, their viewpoints, their conceptions

and prejudices from books, newspapers and magazines.

If individual men

are to have the necessary information, if they are to be aware of their
political rights and obligations, i f they are to develop an adequate
social consciousness, If they are to be citizens who can direct and inspire their elected representatives, then they must be men who are capable of reading widely, rapidly, and with keen comprehension.

The in-

creasing emphasis given to this aspect ot reading is well expressed by'

strang:
In additioa to the pqchology aad
pld.losOP!v' of readiDg a sociology' of reading has appeared on the educational horizoa •.
Sociology considers the question "How Dch
reading and what kind of reading are required
of good citizens, in the world to~?n The
amount and. qualit,.. of reading an individual
does has been suggested to an excellent index of his social cGlIpetence ••• Thus the reading of high school and college students becomes an indication of the effectiveness of
education for social responsibilities. Reading tor intelligent citizenship in a democratic societ,.. is becoming the theme song of
~ articles and ,..earbooks ••• At present we
are in the stage of being aware of these
problems and of seeking somewhat inooherentl,..
for their solution. (43:10)
In view, therefore, of the importance of reading in this age of the

printed word, it has become inoreasingly clear that educational. institutions, from grade schools to colleges, should attempt to teach reading
skills, to diagnose factors responsible for reading disabilities and, by'

,.
various remedial measures, to improve those who have become poor.-or indifferent readers.
A

constant~

growing literature on these aspects of the subject

testifies to the amount of work being done.

Jlethods and techniques for

teaching reading in the grades have been developed and refined., With
the introduotion of tests and other devices, diagnosis of various factors
contributing to reading disabUity has beoome more accurate and positive.
In the field of remedial instruction, however , although IIIkch work has

been done, and 1Ibile the results in 11I8lV" cases have been favorable, the
issue as to the value and effectiveness of various remedial efforts

OD

the college level remains undecided.
It was in an attempt to contribute some significant factual data
to the solution of this problem that a remedial reading project, the re-

port of which constitutes this thesis, was undertaken.

The foUcnring

pages, then, contain an account of the remedial reading program which
was offered, under conditions of experimental control, to Freshm8ll students in the College ot Arts and Sciences ot Loyola lJniversitY', Chicago,
during the academic years 1940 - 1941 and 1941 - 1942.

CHAPTER I
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE

Although the literature relative to the art of reading is quite extensive , comparatively' few contributions in this field are reports
remedial programs on the college level.

~

or.

of these studies are con-

cernedwitb the problem of reading as it presents itself in the primar,y
grades.

Others are directed to an anaJ:rsis of the reading process in sa

effort t.o detect the psychobiological elements of which it is composed.
Various diagnostic teohniqaes" both group and individual" are given a
prominent place in the literature.

Jfan;y reports are concerned with

special topios" such as the relation between speed and comprehension,
'Yisual factors contributing to reading disability" eye movements ·and the

perceptual aspects of reading.

The so-called clinical or individual

method of diagnosing and treating reading defects is apparently growing
in popularity" judging fram the number of reports which baTe been submitted concerning this approach.

studies of the efficaey of group reme-

dial instruction, however" are neither numerous nor convinCing, particu-

larly on the college level.
It is also to be noted that most of the studies reported in the literature differ from the present stuctv" in one or more of the following respects:

(I) lran7 of the studies involved the use of complicated or u-

pensive devices such as eye movement cameras" projectors to throw upwardmoving reading material on a screen, various forms of tachistoscopee and

6.

7.
other instruments.

(2) All of the studies differed significantl.r from

the present report in the amount· of time devoted to remedial instruction,
including the number of minutes per class, the number of weeks during
which the remedial courses were offered.

(3) In none of the remedial

.

progr.ams described in the literature were the same reading materials used
for practice purposes.

(4) Very little correspondence has been noted

between this and other studies with respect to the content of the lectures
which accompanied the practice sessions.

(5) A rather disconcerting fact

soon becomes apparent to anyone reviewing this literature: many of the
studies concerning the efficaa,y of remedial instruction fail to establish
adequate controls, or, indeed, any controls at all, thus depriving the
results of whatever significance they- might have; Zeleny (50) reports
that of twelve studies reviewed by' her only- six reported any form of control Whatever.

(6) Same of the reports do not give evidence of satis-

factory statistical

~sis;

again Zeleny complains of consistent failure

to interpret results in terms of accepted statistical measures.

(7) Fi-

nally', some of the reports indicated that students in the remedial reading
courses were motivated by being informed that an academic grade would be
assigned to each of them in accord with his improvement or lack of improvement in reading. Although there are other points of difference between
the present project and similar studies reported in the literature, these
points appear to be the most significant •
.Among the earlier efforts to determine the efficacy- of group remedial instruction on the college level, is the study' reported by G. W.
Stone (42).

400

The subjects in this studT were students, apparently' over

in number, of Junior, Senior or Graduate standing, comprising five

8.
classes at the University ot Illinois and ten classes at the state College
o! Washington.

For purposes ot control, two classes in 8dueational method

at the Universit,.. of D.l1.nois were selected.

During the experiment no

special mention ot the topic of silent reading was .made to these students.
Two other classes, taking courses in introductory education, were selected
as partial-practice ccmtro1s.
o~

The attention of these students was called

indirectq to the problem of sUent reading.

In none
of these classes
,

were reading test scores reported to the students, nor was their attention
in arq wq cl1rected to the 1mprovement of reading ab1l1t,-.

The lkmroe and

the stone readiDg tests 'Were used to determine the abUity level ot the
stUdents beth betore and after remedial instruction.

The practice or

experimental classes were submitted to intensive remedial. :1nstraction,
nth special. Slphasis on· motivation and the reading ot practice exercises
in class.

This remedial. course was conducted tor a period of two months

or more, but the author does DOt mention the length ot the class period
!lOr the Dl!IIIIber ot classes per week.

He reports, however, that the two

control classes manitested· an average gain in rate ot reading of 32%; the

two classes constitut1Dg
the partial-practice groups showed rate iDcreases,
.
respeetivelT, of 21% and

~7%;

the tour practice classes which. comprised

the e:xperiJlental. group showed ga1ns ot }o%, 48%, 84% and 108% in rate.
With respect

to comprehension, the control

gr01Ip

gained 2l%J the partial.

practice groups gained 37% and 4h%;1Ib1le the eXperimental. g:l"O\1ps manifested gains ot 36%, 53%, 70% and 74% in CODprehension as measured bT the
Stone and al.so the Monroe reading tests.

No other data are presented and

no further statistical. anal:y'sis is made.

'J.'l1.e author

eonclude~

that the

sUent readiRg abUity" .t college studeJrl;s JIJII3' be improved to a markec1

9.
degree by gl;"oup remedial instruction.
An experimental stuctr relative to the improvement of comprehension

among children in the ele.ment8.l7 grades is reported by R. P. carroll (8).
The subjects in this experiment were children in 7th and 8th grade, and

the remedial efforts were directed to the improvement of their abUity to
read direotions.

Employing the technique of indiVidual17 equated

pairs,

Carroll divided the subjects into an experimental or practice group and a
control group.

On

the basis of figures which need not be cited here, he

concluded. that subjects in the experimental group showed a signiticaat
increase in their ability to understand and respond

corre~tq

whil.e students in the control greup, who had received
this regard, showed no such improvement.

DO

to directions,

instruction in

The1nterence_ drawn by Carroll

from this experiment is that specifiC train:1ng relative to a specific
reading skill is efficacious.
An investigation illto the results secured by drill in sUent reading

among college freshmen is reported by R. P. Carroll. and. C. C. Jacobs (9).
Twenty'-eight freshmen. students were selected at Syracuse UniversitT, where

.

the iDcidence of faUures during the first y-ea:r had produced concern over
the stud;y habits and reading ability of entering students.

The reading

material, both for the initial and the final tests and for the practice
exercises, was drawn frem text books used in freshman courses bot8Z:\Y,
EDglisb, histo17 and zoology.

The tests and the practice mater:l.al took

the form. of paragraphs, followed by questions.
conta~niDg

Eight pages, each page

about two such paragraphs tollowN by tive or more questions,

constituted the origiDal. test, on which the highest raw score possible was

80 correct responses.

The f'1na1 test followed the same pattern, but it

10.

was longer to provide additional material for those students
great U1provement.

A time limit of

twent7 minutes

'WU

wb~had

imposed.

made

'1.'wenty-

eight teachers and graduate studerrl;s in the nmmer session wok both the
initial and the fiDal.
a control group.

test,

thus cODStituting, according to the authora,

The e:xperimerrlial group drilled

using four pages of practice material.
mean gain of

~

for ten minutes,

The experimental. group showed a

36.18 points, or a gain of 73.3%; the control groupgl1ined
I

12.82 pOints, or 28%.

The _thors conel.ude that the drill group made 2.8

times as JDIlCh gain as the control group, or 280% of the amount.

No other

statistical. i,nterpre'tation of the resu1ts is reported.
L.

O. Presse,y

were obtained from

and S. L. Presse,y (35) report that favorable resulta
&

remedial reading course given te U2 :freshmen who

were in the lowest quartile on a standardized rea.d:1ng test.
classes met once each week for seven weeks.

The remedial

The first and second weeks

were devoted to the mechanics of reading, especially eye JllQVements and
voeaJ.isation,; in the third class, instruction was provided in pa;roagrap4
read~ n3;

and

ll5

during the fourth class, a second test of reading waa administered

students, who had risen to the 45th percentile or above, were ex-

cused; the fifth class was given over to drill in reading phrases, uaiDg
tachistoscopic projections on a screen; during the sixth period the stu-

.

dents were instructed. in the reading and interpreting of graphs; the

seventh and final period was devoted to another form of the reacljng test.
Although no mention is made of a control. group, the au.thorsreport

aD

average increase of 27 percentile points, and. conclude that the remedial.
1nstrutioJlwu beneficial..

It is to be noted, however, that no additional

data is provided which might shed light on the statistical signif1cance of
these results.

11.
Directing trIO n1 ng

specific~

to eye fixations and span

'fII£

recog-

nition, Ring and Bentley (.37) report favorable results with five adult
subjects.

Each :1ndividual.'s rate of re&1:1ing, in terms of the number of

fixations per unit of time, his span of recognition and the average

lllllD-

ber ot fixations per line were determined in advance of the training
period.

Articles:1n Fortune magazine were utUized for practice purposes.

Vertical fixation lines were rul.ed down the printed COlUlDDS, begiDning
with the normal. or average number of fixations for each subject.

This

material. was read during a fifteen-minute practice period in .the morning
and again for fifteen minutes in the afternoon, tor tiro dqs.

Then one

fixation line was removed, the space between the vertical. lines being
kept equaJ.; the subjects practiced again for fifteen minutes, morning and
afternoon, for one week, at the end of which time another fixatiOn line
was dropped.

At the end of a.lmOBt two weeks, the results were cOllp11ted,

again in terms of' rate, span of recognitioD and mnnber of fixations per
line.

Figures which need not be included here led the authors to conclude

that such training is

effectiv~,

as the rate ot reading increased and the

average number o£ £1xations per line decreased.

No controls are reported

and no further statistical anal18is was attempted.
Thompson (45) reports a successftY. experiment in group remedial reading at the University of Nebraska

Teac~\

College. 'Whipple's High

School and College Reading Test, Forms A and B, was used for purposes of
testing and. retesting.

Remedial treatment was recommended on the basis

ot individual diagnosis. After an unspecified number ot practice seadems,
however, the author reports that comparison of the means ot the test and
retest scores indicated that no

signifiC8R~

change had. taken place. A

12.
further

co~arison

was then made by selecting a control group whltch was

equated with the e:xperimental group in terms ot two ~ariables: (1) intelligence, as measured by the Ohio state University Intelligence haDdnation,
and (2) reading ability, as measured. by" the Whipple Reading Test.

Figures

given by the author indicate that the remedial group shmred a gain of
28.7%, while the control group lost
remedial reading course, of lfhich

DO

4.4%.

The author concludes that the

description is given, resulted in a

significant improvement of reading ability- within a short time.
An e:xperiment in remedial reading, conducted at the University- of

Southern Ca.1.iforDia, is reported by Berr.y (3).

An a.naly-sis of the content'

of college English courses, of the material in college textbooks, and of
the structure and content of several 'reading tests led to the 00oo1118ion

that there are at least nine specifio reading skills Which students Should
master.

Two comparable fOrmS of a silent reading examination were then

constructed, designed to dra1r upon these abilities.

Printed material,

both .for didactic and practice purposes, was prepared.

Over

400

st11dents

were selected trom three sections of the required Freshman English course,
the author thus hoping to secure a representative sample of students With
respect to English ability.

he e:xperimental. groups, totalling, 204 stu-

dents, were formed, while the remaining 220 students constituted two contro1 groups.

.

One 'e:xperimental and one control group took one form ot the

reading test for the original measurement and the alternate form tor the
retest; this procedure was inverted for the other experimental and coatro1
group.

The printed didactic and practice material was given to the uperi-

mental group; thq received no other instruction or motivation in read:Jng.
,The practice sessions

ext~ded

over one calendar month, but the author

does not state whether the students met as a group for practice or worked

on an individual basis, nor does she indicate the length or freqaency of
the practice periods.

In

a:nr event, II statisticalJ.:y significant improve-

ment was noted in the experimental groups over the control groups in each
#

of the six following abilities: accompu;ying one's reading with appropriate vin.al imagery, knowing or inferring the meaning of difficult or'
unusual. words, noting restrictive modifications, disregarding whatever
is ilTelevant, accepting the writer's point of view without 'bias or' prejudice, and s)d.mming to get a bird's-eye view of the subject matter.

Lesser

gains, not amoUllting to tullstatistical significance, ,-et nevertheless
gains, were noted in each of the other &hilities studied, namely", selecting data for use in answeringqu.estions I isolating the essential parts of

an idea, and determining the topic of a selection." (3:827)

The improve-

ment of the control group was negligible, amounting only" to a 2% gaiD. iD.
mean score.

The e:xperimental group; however, manifested an average gain

ot slightly more thaD 25%.

The author's conclusions are qui~ opt1JDi.stic.

Parr (33) conducted a remedial. reading program at the UniversitJ' of
Iowa's aollege of Education during the 1928 - 1929 academic ,-ear.

~st,

the Iowa Silent Reading Tests were administered to 169 Juniors and Seniors
who were enrolled in a course in educational ps;rchology.

The standing of

these studentS on the reading test was then compared with th~~ aehievement

~ course

as measured by the final. grade.

Of those students

scoring 150 or less on the reading test, 33% received a grade lower than
"a"; of those scoring between 151 and 200 on the reading test,
were lower than "Cit.

~.

13%

In the second semester, an "Educational PBY'Chology

Reading Test", devised by the author, was administered and 20 students
from the lowest quartile were given remedial instruction.

These pupils

1.4.
met with the writer once each week for a two hour laboratory peri-od over
an interval of 15 weeks.

The students drilled in various phases of silent

reading and received instructions in how to study" more effectivel¥.

The

author states that as a control group he selected those students in the
educational psychology oourse whose reading soore exempted them from remedial instruotion.

No mention is made of the equation of these two groups.

From gross soores given by the writer, it becomes apparent that in rate
the experimental group gained 38.5%, and the control group gained 20.7%,
while in comprehension the Eaperimental group gained 29.5% on the author' s
test and 35.2% on the Iowa Silent Reading Tests, and the control group
gained 15.4% on the author's test and 12.4% on the Iowa Reading Test.

No

effort is made, however, to determine statistical. significanoe relative
to these results.

The author concludes, on the basis of data not included

in this report, that students in the eJq)erimental group made greater
achievements in the educational ps,ychology course I and also manifested
greater gains in general. scholarship than the students in the control
group.

It is the expressed conclusion of the author, therefore, that

remedial instruction in reading can prove beneficial..

A remedial reading course I inaugurated in the autumn of 1929 on the
Freshman - Sophomore level at, Nebraska Wesleyan University, proved quite
successful according to Deal (10).

Nine remedial classes were formed,

while three others were utilized for purposes of control.
which these groups were selected is not mentioned.

The basis upon

The experimental

groups met once a week for at least one hour, and the course extended over
one semester.

Using the test - retest techniqne, the author reports a

differenoe of 9.65 points between the mean score on the initial test and

lS.
the mean score on the final test.

This differenoe was

6.4

t1mes~

great

as the probable error at the difference, and is therefore considered by
the author to be highly significant.

There was no increase maiteeted bT

the oontrol group, which attained praotically the same mean score on both
the initial and the .final test.
shows students are able

w

The author concludes that "the studT

increase their reading comprehension as lID1ch

as one hundred. percent in short training periods over a few weeks. n

(10:272)
Koore
)ft;.

en)

reports the results of a training program in reading at

Holyoke College.

A reading test, consisting of seven parts, was de-

vised in two alternate torms, between which a correlation of .96 was established.

Form A of this test was administered to the Freshmen students,

and those scoring in the lowest quartile were invited to take a six...-eak
course in efficient studying and reading.

The remedial class met cmce a

week, although the leilgth of this period is not indicated.

The usual.

topics were discussed in lecture form, and the students were given exercises in finding central meanings,

inc~e~sing

comparing the meanings of similar proverbs.

speed, building up words,

The students 'Were requested

to select two books for practice reading outside of class, and each student conferred once a 'Week for about forty' minutes with a senior.
control of arq kind is reported.

No

The f'igures reported by the author indi-

cate that in terms of median score a gain of 58.7% was made.

No attempt

to determine the degree of significance of' these .figures is indicated,
bu.t the author concludes that the remedial instruction was effective to a
marked extent •
.An e.ffort to improve reading rate among college freshmen is reported

16.
b1' Robinson (9) .,r Practice

ma~erial

was prepared, consisting of..1short

phrases, rather rlde17 separated, in the hope of reduc~ eye fixations
and regressive movements, and in hope of widening the span of recognition.
Throughout the experiment, these phrases were gradual17 increased in
length, lIhile increasing amounts of normal reading material were interspersed between exercises.

The author does not indicate haw ~ ~s

and hours per week were devoted to such exercises.

At the end of ten

weeks, hovrever, testing indicated that an increase of 58% in rate had occurred, together with a 62% reduction in the duration of fixations and a

67% reduction in the rmmber of fixations. No controls are reported. The
author concludes that the increase in speed of reading 'Was dlte primarily
to enlargement of the reading span.
As a minor part otan exhaustive stuctr on the reading abUit7 ot
adults, Bwnrell (7) reports that records were secured on 25 subjectil who
attended· at least 10 out ot 15 class meetings over a period of three.weeks.
The nature of the remedial measures lUldertaken in these classes is not set
forth.

However, the author reports an average increase of 15.3% on a

special.l7 constructed reading test, together with a gain of 13.3% in paragraph comprehension and a 4.2% gain in the DUlIlber of 'Words read per minute.

No controls are reported.

The author expresses the conviction that

reading, contrar.r to a rather widespread opinion, is not an e1ement8:r7
school subject in which growth is completed at the level of sixth or eighth
grade.

On the contrar.r, he reports, on the basis of findings which can-

not be 8lDIJIII8rized here, .that maturation of the reading process contimles
long atter the elemantar.r grades.

Be implies that differentiation and

refinement of the process can be -e:xpected on the college level, particu-

17.
larly: when students are motivated and directed by an adequate reaedial
reading program.
Aa investigation to determine the effectiveness of remedial reading

instruction on the Freshman college level is reported by Smith (40).

The

subjects were 21 N. Y.A. students who were selected on the basis ot their
percentUe standing on the PS)"ohologica1 Examination of the American
CouncU on Education.- In an effort to secure a representative group of
Freshmen, selections were scattered from the 3rd to the 99th percentUe.
It is

express~

stated that the remedial group was selected not on the

basis of reading ability, but on the basis of general intelligenee as
measured by the A.C.E. PS)"chological Ersmination.

Both the Ian. aUeat

Reading Tests and the lr:iJmesota Reading Exam-i nation were administered to
these 21 stUdents.

Thereafter, for a period of eight months, thq were

requested to devote three hours o£ their own time each week to private
practice, and one hour to group instruction.

Various instructions and

exercises were provided both for private practice and for the group 'Work.
!£ter eight weeks, Form B of both reading tests was administered.

The

results were expressed in terms of mean scores on the Iowa ailent Reading
Testa, and indicate that the experimental group gained more than the control group on all of the subtests.

These results are not expressed in

terma of percent of gain, nor is 8I'J1' statement made concerning their

.rta-

tistical significance. Hotrever, the author is convinced that remedial.
reading instruction on the college level is worth while.
A remedial reading program at Armour Institute of Teohnology- in
Chicago is reported by Orcutt (32).

Four classes of 35 members each were

selected on the basis of a reading test.

TWo of these classes were
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composed of students ranking in the h1ghest' quartile, and two W6f1e cOlllposed. of students in the lawest.The experimental and the control groups
each consisted of two classes, one oomposed of
of low-ranking students.

high-raDki~,aDd

the other

The remedial groups met twice· each week for fi.t'ty"

minutes over a period of ten weeks.

The cluses were devoted mainl.Jr to

lectures and discussion concerning th~nat1U"e of reading and its improvement; Uttle outside work was requested.

thddeBtified reading testa were

administered at the end of each w01'8ek period.
the remedial group composed of high-ranking
in comprehension and

The report state. that

~s

showed a gain of

1S%

39% in rate of rea.ding. The law-ranld ng group in-

creased 18% in comprehension and 60% in speed.

These results 'Were not

asse8sed with regard to statistical signifio8J'1Ce, nor 1s 8lV' mention made
of the retest perfonnance of the two control groups.
seem impossible

proper~

to evaluate

~he

It 'WoUld therefore

results.

Evich (IS) reports an e:xperilleatal stud;y concern1ng the reading
abilities of college studellts.

He folUld that there. was

improvemcmt as the result of a remedial. reading course.

ll(l)

signif':Lcant

However, an acca-

mulation of small and statisticallT insignificant differences was noted ill
favor of the eJCperilllental. groiJp.
A caretully controlled stud;y of remedial reading instruction at the
freshman college level is reported b.Y ZelelV

(SO).

The author reviewed

twelve studies and found that ten reported significant improvement as the
result of remedial instruction.

However, she points out that oDJ.T six of

these studies reported a:trT form of control, that several did not include
the use of standardized tests to measure readiDg abUiV, .and that most of
the results were not 'interpreted according to accepted statistical measures.
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In an effort to counteract these deficiencies, ZelelV' o.ffered a 1.'emed1al.

reading course in the Winter Quarter, sad again in the Spring, to :freshmen students in a teachers college.
'Were equated with respect to
the Iowa S11ellt

Readi ng

~o,

The experimental and control groups

variable., reading ability as measnr.ed b;y

Tests, and general1ntelligence as measured by the

Thurstone Psyohological Exsmiuatiol'l.

The remedial class met :four

.~

a

'Week :for nine weeks, during which time the students drilled and practiced
in various aspects of silent reading.

Atter the remedial course, both

groups were retested on the Ian. Silent Reading Tests.
Qu.arter, the practice group shand a mean
group gained 36.2 points.
gained.

44.,

g~

In the Winter

ot 31.9, whUe the control

In the SpriDg Quarter, the exper:1aental group

points and the control group gained 29.7 points.

Zeleny draws the tollowing conclusions: "In the winter term a cam-

parison of twenty pairs of students from the

~erimenta1

groups, matched on the basis of their scores

OIl

and control

the Thurstone PSlchologi-

cal Eram1nationand their initial scores on the Iowa .Silent Read.inS Tests,'
showed that the control group Who had no remedial. training in reading made
\

a higher mean final score on the Iowa Silent Reading Teets than did the experimental. group who bad remedial tra1"1 ng; however, the dif:ference was not
statisticaJ..ly' significant.

IB the spring term, the twenty-one matched

.

pairs o:f the experimental. group made a higher meaD final score than did

the control group. While the di£':ference ot the mean was not three times
the SDd it was approximately that •••••• Tbe differences in the gains made
on the total comprehension score and

OIl

the various parts of the tests

:favor the experimental. groups in every case except one, and while none ot
the difterences are statistiCally significant, an a.ceumulatioa of small

I

differences aJ.1 in the same direction mq be actually' significm*.

This

study appears to throw doubt upon the great efficacy 01 offering training
of the kind given in this study to adults.

While the students receiving

training appear to have some superiorit,. over those not receiving training
it is a question whether the results jllstify the expenditure of time.

It

mq be possible that adults have their reading habits so fixed that it is

with great

effo~

that they can be changed."

(50:619-620)

In conclusion" the following brief S'111IIIJ1B17 can be made relative to

the literature devoted to the effectiveness of remedial instruction ta
reading on the college level.

Fifteen studies were reviewed by the writer.

Of these fifteen, five reported no control whatsoever; six reported that
control groups were used, but there is no indicating that the aperiment$l
and control. groups were equated with respect to 8IJ1 variable at all; one

stud;y reports that the experimental and control. groups were equated on the
basis of reading test performance, but the subjects were e1ementar,r school
pupils J one report states that the two groups were equated in terms of
general intelligence, as measured. by' the Amerioan Couacil on EducatiOll
Psychological. Examination, but Dot 1D terms of reading abilitj'; onl.y two
of the fifteen investigations stated

UDequivoc~

that the experimental.

and control groups were equated on the basis both of reading abilit;y and
general intelligence as measured by standardized tests.
Of these fifteen studies, Ollly give gave definite indication that
standardized tests were used to deterJDinethe level of reading ability and
intelligence.
ing tests;

OD

Four investigators definitely' did not use standardised readthe contrary, they devised' their own tests and utilised them

in their experimental. investigations, apparent17 without beJlefit of standardising procedure.

Of the remaining six investigators, one states that a

21..

standardized test was used but does not identify' it, 1Vhi1e the OIther five
make no meation of the tests used in their respective experiments.
Bo one will gainsq the importance of determining the statistical significance of e:xperimental results.

statements indicating the mean gain

made by a group after remedial instruction, or statements e:xpressing improvement in percent of gain, are relatively" meaningless even when set
forth with results derived from a comparable control group.

Measures of

central tendency, such as the mean or the median, and measures of dispersion, such as the standard deviation, are entirely" relative to the distribution fram which ths.1 are derived and are not indicative of
change in the population.

~

absolute

Other statistical formulae are at hand which

do not suffer from such relativity, and which yield absolute values.

It

is therefore quite surprising to note that of these fifteen investigators,
eleven failed to report

~

cance of their results.

analTsis relative to the statistical signifi-

0nl.3' four definitely report the presence or ab-

sence of such signifioanoe.
Finally, it mq be said that a properly

~ev1sed

experiment in group

remedial instruction should (1) utilize well-standardized tests of reading
ability and general intelligence, preferably empla,ring-alternate forma for
test and retest, (2) set up both a control and an experimental group which
are equated with each other in terms of as ma.I\Y variables as possible, and
(3) submit results to ~sis according to acoepted procedure in order to

determine statistical significance.

It is an implicit evaluation and crit-

icism of the literature on remedial reading on the college level to point
out that these three minimum requirements of a valid experiment are met
only by' one investigator,
summarized above.

Zele~,

out of the .fifteen Whose reports are

It is perhaps significant, too, that of these .fifteen,

r

CHAPTER II

To determine, in an objective and quantitative JDBJU1er, the value of
group remedial reading instruction, an aper1m.ental project was, undertaken
in the College

ot Arts and Sciences of LaTola tfniversity during the aca-

demic years 1940 - 1941 and 1941 - 1942.
To secure the

COBtrolled

observation which is essential to experi-

mental procedure, a remedi.al reading course was giVEql to one group at students, wbile

110

instruction in reading was given to a second group. These

two groups were selected and. equated as tollows:
In September of 1940, the Iowa SUent Reading Tests (Advanoed Test,

Form Am) 'Were admi n1 stered to 212 entering Freshmen.

The raw and the stand-

ard scores for each of the seven subtests were tound, the median standard

soore of each studentwaa ccaputed, and boom this ·his percentUe' rank was
derived according to the test. norms.

TheIpercentUe rank of .each studat

in terms of the Loyola group was alao computed.
From the total number who took the tests, a group 'Was selected. oomposecl of all those 'Who achieved a medial'l standard score ot
This score corresponded to a percentile rank of

85 or below.

53 in terms of' the teat

Dorms, 30 in terms of the Loyola norma.
This large group of
into two smaller groups.

approximate~

80 student a 'Was then subdiTided

These groups were equated,

stud~t

for student,

.on the basis of their performance cmthe Iowa SUent Reading Tests, the

23.

24.
American OOllDCU, em Eduoation Psychological Exaud nation and the !01'18. High
School Content Ex.and nation.

The student were paired or equated exaotlT

•

in terms of the percentile ranks on the reaPing test.

possible to equate them so accurately'

OIl

It 'Was found im-

the basis of the other tests, but

th81' 'W'ere nonetheless equated as olose11' as possible, with the

differences thrown in favor of the oontrol group.

"

S1.DIl

of the

Thus, for example, i f

two students attailied the same percentile standing on the reading test,
but a slightly' ditferent rank on the intelligence test, the student with
the lower intelligence rating was placed in the aper1mental group, while
the student with the higher rating entered the control group.

There was

reasonable assuranoe, therefore, that the two groups were equal.'"i.n readine
ability, intelligence (as measured by' the A.C.E. Pqohologioal Exam:hsation)
and

scholast~o

achievement (as measured by' the Iowa High SoBocl.(,:Oatent

Erami nation) •

The group with the lower

mean soores relative to general intelligence

and scholastic aohievement was then designated the, e:x;perimental group, the

other being o.ned the control group.

1,"

The e:xperimental group 1I'as then subj ected to a remedial reading course
which extended over a period of eight weeks.
m:iJmte period tlI'ice each week.

The class met for a fi£t7-

During this time the students were in-

struoted in various faots and problems relative toread1ng, 'Were given
practioe exercises to read, and ....ere required to answer oertain questioa
about the material they read.
tions.

Ho students were given individual instruc-

.0 reading assignments were imposed on them outside of class, al-

though the,rwere urged to set aside a definite period of time each
varioas forms of practice.

~

for

2S.
The control group was given no aid or instruction in readi.ng' during

this period, with the exception of

ODe

lecture devoted to reading which

was given .a part of the Freshman Orientation Course.

It should be remem-

bered, however, that the students who oompri·sed the oontrol

gr0Up

b.r no

means ceased to read; on the contrary, they 'Were required, as an integral
part of the various oourses, to read more than. most of them had ever read
before.
When the remedial course was completed, both the e:xperimental and the
control groups were retested on the Iowa Silent Reading Tests.

It is 'Wor-

tby' of note that the same form of the test (Form Am) was used for the retest as for the initial test in the preliminary experiment of 1940 - 1941.
'1'h1s step was taken in the belief that practice effect, i f present at all,
would be slight and that, i f preseat, it would be the same for both groups.
In 1941 - 1942, however, when the main experiment was conducted, the alter-

nate form of the Iowa Silent Reading Tests was used for the purpose of retesting.
SUbsequent to the retest, the same remedial course was administered
to the control group.·
'lb.e remedial. reading course itself was based on the assumption that
actual reading would be more effective in establishing various reading
sldlls and habits than detailed lectures on the nature of reading, the
causes of poor reading and the various methods of improving speed and comprehension.

While a knowledge of such tacts was recognized as important

because it serves to establish insight on the part of individual students

into their own speoific disabilities, it was decided to minimi2le instructional lectures on such topics in favor of actual. reading under controlled
conditiona.

26.
The class lectures, brief and almost incidental
followed a definite developmental plan.

thou~ th~ere,

The students first were intro-

duoed to the purpose and plan of the remedial, course.

It was interpreted

to them that the reading test to which they had submitted indicated that
they -'Were capable of reading much more swiftly and· with much greater comprehension.

This positive statement of the situatiOJl, it was hoped, would

prevent that disappointment and indifference whioh the stUdents might naturally' feel upon realization that they had been selected from a much larger
group as poor or indifferent readers.

Further , it was held that this ap-

proach was much sounder from the point of view of motivation, and would
render the prognosis more hopeful, than

~

negative approach which im-

pressed upon the students their disabilities and their 1011' percentile
standing relative to other freshmen ·students.

FinallY, this approach was

selected in the hope that it would awaken in the students realization and
acceptance of their shortcomings, particularly in view of the fact that
ma.ny seemed blissfully unaware that their reading abUitY lett anything to
be desired.

The students then were requested to partiCipate in a limited discussion of the importance of reading.

.

The jejuneness of the comments in. this

respect was not altogether unexpected, although maqr,were quick in pointing
out that to read is to acquire lmowledge.

The

lDa.lly'

i.lDplications of this

truth 'Were then elaborated upon to the extent that tiJne permitted.
The nature of the reading process 'Was the next topic of discussion.
Eye ¥vements in reading 1!ere described in connection 'With the span of perception; the latter phenomenon was explained in terms of the fovea centralis
and the distribution of rods and cones in the retina.

The students were

given several pages of columnized material, spaced in a manner oonducive

to a m:Jn:iJDaJ number of fixations per line.

The nature of eye mOlt'ements

as neuroDDlscular habits was emphasized, and it was suggested that the students devote a determinate period of time each da.1 to practice of these
exercises.

To familiarize them with the technique, they- were led through

the series once to the

accamp~

beat of a metronome; other than this,

however, no time was devoted in class to this particular problem.
It was then pointed out that reading, when considered as a psychobiological function,

involvee~ch

more than perception of printed characters,

and recognition of them as symbols representing various entities.

Rather,

reading was characterized as involving certain ..intellectual functions,
such as the apprehension of abstract relationships, the grasping of implicit meanings, the formation of judgments, the drawing of inferences aDd
the critical evaluation of the matter being read.
cientl:y is to think intelligently and

~riticall:y,

In short, to read effi-

which in turn is one of

the most important abilities which the educational process

a~tempts

to

develop.
F~llowing

a brief class discussion of this point, the reading process

was considered: from the viewpoint ofa psychobiological habit.

The nature

of habit in general was touched upon, and the importance of consistent
repetition, or practice, in the establishment of aqy habit was emphasized.
An analogy was drawn between reading and more overt types of activity, ex-

emplified by typing and golfing.

The students were asked to consider that

they were. much more advanced in the art of reading than were the neophyte
t,ypist or golfer at the beginning of the instruction period.

If, by atten-

tion to certain fandamentals and by diligent and "tIlU"emitting practice, the
student typist or golfer could exhibit proficienc.y in a relatively short

time, wi11' should not student readers make comparable progress?
•
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The lectures were then devoted to consideration of ra.te of reading,

or speed, on the one hand, and comprehension on the other.

It was sug-

gested to the students that there is a rather high positive correlation
between these two reading variables.

This was interpreted to mean si:JJ¥>l1'

that of two persons, the one who reads more swiftly will probably comprehend more adequately.

As one gradually increases his rate of reading

through practice, his ability to grasp the meaning of what· he reads also
graws.

However, the instructor 'Wa.s care.t'ul to state his relationship onl.7

as an hypothesis carrying a rather high degree of probability, because of
the inconclusive or negative oharacter of the results as set forth in the
literature.

The students were advised to select relatively easy and in-

teresting material, and then to strive consciouslY to read at a speed
greater than their normal rate, so that adequate comprehension became difficult.

They 'Were encouraged to continue this practice with the assurance

that eventu.al.ly they 'Would be able to grasp meaning at the new speed as
rea~

as they had at the old.

Throughout this discussion, they were re-

minded that of these two variables, comprehension is far more important
than speed, because it is the most immediate aim of the reading process
and because without it reading beccmes a meaningless exercise in eye movements and the perception of printed symbols.

This fact was brought to the

attention of the students throughout the course to prevent overly enthusiastic competition in increasing rate of reading at the sacrifice of oomprehension and retention.
Because it 'Was considered obvious, the 1mpo~ce of an adequate vooabulary was discussed'but briefly.

)(Qre attention was given to methods
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of developing a sufficiently large and functioning vocabulary.

ate stu.dent

were first informed that their vocabularies would grow but slowly unless
they

assiduou~

familiar word.

turned to a dictionary each time they encountered an un-

They were encouraged to enter in a notebook every- day ten

words whose meaning the;y had newly learned, and each day to review the
meaning of words entered on previous

~s

in ~ative fashion.

Since

most of the students had at least a' nodding acquailitance with Latin or
Greek, they were encouraged, before consulting a dictionary, to try- to
determine the meaning of words b;r recalling their derivation.

Finally, it

was pointed out that once a word has been learned, it can remain an active
or functional part of one's vocabulary only through being used to convey
meaning.

For this reason, it was suggested to the stUdents that they bend

every- effort to use newly acquired words in everyday conversation and in
writing.
Sentence structure was the next topic considered in the lectures.
It was pointed out to the students that lalowledgeof the structure of sentences is an important asset in reading, because it gives

~he

reader a

mental set or pattern, which in turn enables him, once he has read the
first few words of a sentence, to a.nticipate almost subconsciously the
structure of the rest of the sentence, and thus to read it more swiftly
and with greater comprehension.

- instructor thereupon selected several
T.be
.L

different types of sentences, and analYzed their structure through the
method of diagramming.

As little time could be spent on this topic, those

students who 'Were not familiar with diagramming, or who felt themselves
lacking in knowledge of sentence structure , 'Were encouraged to select sentences 1Ihile reading and submit them to diagrammatic analysis.

It was also
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suggested that the,r bring their work to the instructor for inspeetion and
individualized assistance.
A discussion of paragraph structure follRed.

It was poiBted out that

in expository- prose the typical paragraph contai:ns one thought, together
with subordinate statements intended to eluoidate, exempl1f.y or substantiate
this thought.

In this cOIUlection the nature and importance of the topio

sentenoe was emphasized.

It was pointed out that the topic sentence is not

I

al~s explicite~

set forth, but

frequent~

is implicit.

The suggestion

was made to the students that they' pause frequently in their reading and
attempt to express in their awn words the central thought of each paragraph,
together with some of the

illustr~ttveor

explanator,r details.

Olosely related to the ability to select the topic_sentence of a paragraph, is t)le ability to grasp the central idea of longer seleotions,such
as the chapters or sections of a book, magazine or newspaper articles, or
an entire book itself.

The importance of such ability for adequate com-

prehension and subsequent retention was considered obvious.

To acquire and

develop this ability, it was suggested to the students that the,r should
praotice b.r attempting to summarize relatively short selections, such as
magazine articles or ohapters and

smalle~

sections of books.

It was pointed

out that unless a consistent and conscious effort was made in this direction, their ability to summarize the content of such selections, and hence
to retain the given information as working knowledge, would increase but
slowly i f at all.

The instructor explained that a reader can ver,r well

understand each sentence as he progresses, and yet upon completion of the
article or book, be unable to give an account of the central thesis.

Such

an inability is directly traceable to the reader's absorption in isolated

31.

•

facts and statements to the exclusion of the meaningful and inte.,.-ated
whole.

To illustrate, the students were requested to

mar.y of several articles read in class.

make

a written sum-

The majority expressed surprise

and chagrin at -their inability to do so after one'reading of the articles;
it was necessary tor most of them to oonsult the text several times te prepare an adequate summa:ry.

It was suggested that they continue such efforts

in
, cOJUlection with their routine reading assignments, including the preparation of written summaries.
Next the instructor discussed different types ot reading.
was drawn between reading and driving an automobile.
o~

An analogy

As a person who uses

one gear in driving is at a disadvantage, so the person who reads

only in one way is handicapped.

The nature of the material to be read and

the purpose the reader has in mind should determine the mallDer in lIhichhe
reads.

It was pointed out that one does not read a treatise in economics

as he 'Would read a detective story.

The students agreed that, when reading

in the' field of economies, one proceeds slowlY, searching for fundamental
laws and prinCiples, noting carefully various tacts, passing critical.
judgment on the validity of different propOSitions, often pausing, .at times
rereading sentences or paragraphs.
he skims rapidly along,

p~gbut

When one reads light tiction, however,
little attention to details, passing

over descriptive passages, neve:r searching for fundamental implications.
Further, it was made clear that two persons
entirely" different

YlB;TS

may

read. the same book in

i t their purposes are different.

One who reads

A Tale ot Two Cities. simply for pleasure will read much more SlIittlY and
with much less attention to details and implications than one who reads the
book for the purpose of producing the essence of the story in the

to~

ot
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a three-act plq.

In view of these facts, the students were urgtfd to de-

termine the nature of 8'IJ¥ material th.ey plamred to read, as well as their
purpose in reading it.
Various factors extraneous to the reading process itself, but nonetheless influencing it, were then discussed.

The instructor emphasized the

importance of the physical and mental condition of the reader, pointing out
that fatigue or emotional tenSion, for exaJDple, seriously impede efficiency.
It was noted that environmental factors, including light, ventilation and
distracting influences, have a pronounced effect upon reading abilit.1.

The

importance of correct posture and of the proper position of the reader
relative to the printed page and the light source was pointed out.
class discussion brought forth admissions that

~

A. brief

of the students read.

while in a reclining or hunched-over position, with little regard for light
conditions, ventilation and other conditioning factors.
Finally, the nature of attention and its relation to reading were

taken up.

It was pointed out that inattention is one of the chief oauses

contributing to inefficient reading.

The nature of attention was discussed

brief'l1', as were the causes of inattention.

The students agreed that lack

of determination, or failure to'make a strong volunt817 effort, is otten
responsible for wandering attention.

The effect of various

1nf'luences upon attention was considered obvious.
upon interest in the material being read as
tion.

distr~cting

Vore emphasis was p1aee,d

~factor

which generates atten-

It was also pointed out that when one has a definite and important

reason or motive for reading, his attention is much less likely to wander.;
It was suggested to the students that, before reading a book or article,
they reflect upon the importance of the JDaterial and thus generate interest
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in the subject as well as a motive for reading.

The above points were taken up in the form of Te17 brief lectures between periods of actual reading.

None of these lectures consumed more than

ten minutes; the majority of them were terminated in five to eight minutes.
The problem of providing reading material for the class periods was
not easy of solution.

lB the first place, it was ev:l.dent that the mate-

rial must be suited to the achievement level of the group, both with respect to readillg ability and general conceptual background.

Further, the

time factor imposed additional limitations on the .selection of practice
material.

It was necessar:r that the exercises be sutficiently long. to
J •

provide practice in sustained reading without consuming too large a portion of the class period.

Finally', it was decided that the material should

take the form of complete articles rather than of excerpts from various
sources, because of the greater unity of theme and log:l,.cal coherence of the
former.
A booklet of practice exercises specifically designed for group reading instruction .and practioe was finally' selected.

and

assistan~s,

entitled Stud{ !lPe of

~~

Written b.r Ruth Strang

Exercises, this booklet con-

sisted of twenty exercises, each exercise betng one thousand words in
length.

Each unit dealt with a different aspect of reading, the diagnosis

of reading defects and the 1.mprovement of reading ability_

This made it

possible for the students to gain valuable practice in reading and, at the
same time, to learn more of the nature of reading and the causes and cures
of poor reading.
Following each exereise in the booklet were four questions.

Each of

the first ten exercises was followed b.r three multiple-choice items and

3b.
one question to be answered in the students t own words.

The laSit ten ex-

ercises were follmred by' four questions which were to be answered in writing in a few brief words.

It was deemed impractical for the students to

answer the questions by" writing their answers in the booklets.
the

ques~ions

Therefore,

after each exercise were reproduced on a single page, to-

gether with a blank liDe for the student's name, and a space in which they
were to insert the number of words read per minute.

These question sheets

were distributed among the students face down, with instructions that they
were to be filled in after the exercises had been read.
For the second year that the course was offered, it was deoided that
additional material. for praotice reading should be provided.
were therefore abbreviated so that they consumed less time.

The lectures
After some

search, it became apparent that articles from the Reader's Digest might
very well meet the requirements.

Although the articles varied in length,

it proved not at all ditfioult to select several from each issue which
ranged frail one thousand to two thousand words.

Further, these articles

dealt with current topics which almost inTariabq proved of interest to
the majority of the students.
conjunotion with

StUSr type

The Reader's Digest.was therefore used in

of Reading Exercises
•
.i

To determine the increase or lack of increase in rate of reading, it

was necessar,y to devise a method of measuring the speed with which individual students read the practice exercises.

device was utilized:

For this purpose, the following

Since each exercise in Stud;y Type of Reading Exer-

cises '''was one thousand words in length, the number of words read per minute
became a function of the total tj"me consumed bT each student in reading
each article.

If one student read an article in five m1m1tes, he was
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reading at the rate of two hundred words per minute; i f another ;wead it in
three minutes, he was reading three hundred and thirty thi-ee words a minute.

The instractor therefore equipped himself with a stopwatch, the face

of which was

clear~

marked off in ten-seoond intervals.

a set of large cards, one for each ten-second interval.
clear~

Be also prepared
Each card bore a

discernible number which represented the number of words read per

minute by- students who completed
held aloft before the class.

an article during the ten seconds it was

Because it was apparent that no student

would be able to complete an artiole of one thousand words in less than one
minute, no rate cards were prepared for the first minute.

Beginning with

seventy seconds, however, and ranging through to five minutes, a card was
prepared for each ten second interval.

For example, i f a student completed

a thousand-word exercise in seventy seconds, he was reading at the rate of

14.3 words per second or 858 words per minute.

(Needless to say, onl.1' one

or two of the students developed the ability to skim with such rapidity.)
I f a student finished in two and one haJ.f minutes, he was reading at the

rate of 400 words per minute. Whatever the rate, each card was held aloft
before the class bT the instructor during the proper ten-second interval.
upon completion of each exercise, it was

o~

necessar,y for the students to

glance up at the card being displqed by the instractor, note the nwnber of
words read per minute, and enter this figure in the space provided on the
answer sheet.
It was not possible to compute rate of reading on the Reader's Digest
articles in this manner because they- varied in length, none being exactlT
one thousand words in length.
determining which was the

ODe

This difficulty was surmounted
thousandth word in each article.

simp~

by-

Before
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reading the article in class, the students were directed to this cord and
requested to encircle it.

They were then informed.

~hat

when they reached

this word, they would haTe completed. one thousand. words, at which point
they were instructed to note, as before, the number of words read per minute as indioated. on the rate card exposed by" the instructor.

After enter-

ing this figure on the answer sheet,the students completed their reading

of the article.
A graphic record of speed, as measured by the above method, was kept
by the students.

Eaoh of them was given a blank graph upon which he rep-

resented his rate of reading for each exeroise.

The various points on the

graph were then oonnected by a line in the usual manner.

Each student

construoted his own graphio record of his increase or decrease in speed of
reading.
A test of comprehension followed the reading of each exercise.

been mentioned above that each of the articles in Stud{ Type of
Exercises was followed by" four questions.

It bas

Re~

From each of the Reader's Digest

articles, the instructor drew a number of objective test items.

These items

were of several types: true-false, completion, yes-no and multiple choice.
They were grouped together on the prepared answer sheet according to t.ype
of item.

An effort was made to construct these items so that some of them

tested the students' grasp of the central thesis and its implications,
while others tested the comprehension of specific supporting facts and details.
After the students had filled in their responses to the items concerning 8J11' given article, their answer sheets were collected.

These sheets

were subsequently graded carefully, each erroneous response being clear3.T
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indicated.

On

the basis of the performance of the entire class,,41;he num-

ber of errors made by" each student 'Was made equivalent to a certain grade"
with 100 as the perfect score indicating no errors.

The grade achieved

by" each student was then entered on his answer sheet" 'Which 'Was returned

to him during the next class meet.;f.ng.

A graphic record of these grades

was kept by each student.
Although 811ch measures of comprehension had no statistical significance because the tests were not standardized" it was nevertheless felt
that they served a useful purpose.

In the first place" they enabled the

instructor to determine" in a rough way" the relative ability of different
students.

Thq also proved useful in estimating the progress

progress of individual stUdents.

or lack

of

FUrther" there is ever}! probability' that

these tests prompted the students to read more careful.ly' and attentively
than they would have read if no tests had been given.

Because they knew

that they 'Would be required to give an account of the contents" thq made
a particular effort to comprehend as they read each exercise; it was hoped
that this would facilitate the development of care.tal" thoughtful habits of
reading.

The importance of motivation was not underestimated in this

stu~.

Every effort was made in the lectures to generate in the students a genuine

desire to improve their reading ability.
again that reading ability
tice.

~

It was emphasized over and over

be improved with exertion and diligent prac-

.

The importance to the student of being able to read swiftly and with

a good degree of comprehension was pointed out.
of reading in later life was not ignored.

The practical significance

Knowledge and pleasure were held

forth as the two chief rewards for 8Z13' effort made to achieve competence

~
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reading.

These points were frequently' repeated in various

forms~

and were

illustrated b.T concrete and, i f possible, dramatic examples.
In connection with the topio of motivation, mention should be made of

the graphic charts which the students kept of their progress in speed and
comprehension. . The great value of these charts as motivational devices
from the fact that thq constituted very tangible evidence of progress or
lack of progress.

If a student gradually increased his rate of reading

and his comprehension scores, he was given the very real and stimulating
experience of observing the steaqy rise of the speed and comprehension
lines on his chart.

This visual proof of progress invariably' was described

by the students as highly' gratifying and

condu~ive

efforts.' "Nothing succeeds like success".

to even more intensive

On the other hand, those stu-

dents who did not make satisfaotory progress were confronted with a definite challenge in the form of the nat or falling lines on their charts.
It soon became the conviction of the instructor that such visual evidence
of improvement or lack of improvement constitutes a much more dTnamic
motive than aqr verbal reference to the value of efficient readjng.
Fin~,

it should be mentioned for the sake of completeness that the

remedial reading course bore no academic credit which might function as a
motive inducing the students to make a greater effort.
fact, the students were

f'r~

As a matter of

informed that they would receive no addi-

tional credit for the course; their participation was urged on the grounds
that the,y themselves would profit or lose in proportion to the amount of
genuine effort they expended.
Early' in the course the students were given a questionnaire relative
to various factors which might have influenced their reading &hili'by- in a
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positive or negative direction.

1'he questionnaire was two pages 4J1n length.

The students were first of all requested to list the pr:hDa.ry' and secon.dary
schools which they had. attended.

In this maaner, it was hoped to determine

whether frequent transfers from school to school had an unfavorable influence on the development of reading abUit7.

The students were also re-

quested to indicate what languages, 1£ a:rry-., other than English, were spoka.
in the schools or taught.

This question was asked in view of the fact that

certain schools, maintained by and servicing citizens sharing a common
rationality of descent, offered instruction in reading, writing and speaking the mother tongue.

It was conjectured that such training,

particular~

in primary school, might have a negative effect upOll development of reading
ability in English.

In. this same regard, the students were asked i f arq

language other than English was or had been spoken in the home J and i f so,
they were requested to indicate, on a graduated continuum, the extent to
which it was Spoken.

In the same manner, the students were requested to

indicate whether, and to what extent, they read au;y foreign language.
A second series of questions attempted to determine haw

. wore or had. at one time wora glasses.

~

students

Again, those, students who answered

in the affirmative were requested to estimate the relative extent to which
they wore
continuum.

~lasses

by placing a mark in a certain position on a graduated

They were also instructed to state the age at which they' began

to wear glasses.
FinaJ1y, the students were asked how much they had read in primary and.

seconda.ry school, exclusive of class assignments and home work.

Again, they

were asked to indicate their answer by- placing a cross· (x) on a graduated
line, both for grade school and for high sebool.

The continuum was divided
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in the following manner to indicate that a student read (1) to t1l1! exc1\l- .

sion of plq and other interests, (2) a good deal. because he enjoyed read-

ing, (3) a moderate amount, (4) when there was nothing else to do, (5) not
at all.

It was thought that a significant relationship might become ap-

parent petween present reading ability" and amount of past reading, even
though the measure of the latter variable was rough and open to the objection that it was based on a subjective estimate.

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT

In setting forth the results of this experiment , it must be borne in

mind that during the first Tear, in the preljmjnary experiment, the

s~

form of the Iowa Silent Reading Tests was emplo,yed both for the original
test and for the retest, while in the main experiment the following Tear
Form Am was administered for the test and Form Bm was utilized for purposes
of retesting.
A convenient method of determining the effectiveness of the remedial
reading program is to compare the mean percentile rank achieved by' the students on the original. test with the mean percentile rank attained on the
retest after remedial instruction.
Table I sets forth the difference in mean percentile rank

ac~eved

by'

the students of the 1940 - 1941 preJ.im:1.nary gro11p. .The mean percentile
rank secured by' the control group on the original test
that attained by the experimental group.

close~

approximates

This correspondence is due to the

fact that the control and experimental groups were equated, student for student, on the basis of the percentile rank.

On the retest, the experimental

group attained a mean percentile rank of 56.1, an increase of 16.9 percentile points over the mean score on the original test.
a gaiD, roughly, of

This represents

43 per cent. Surprisingly enough, however, the control

group, without any remedial instruction, attained a mean percentile rank of
60.1 on the retest, a

g~in

of 20S percentile points, which in turn repre-
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sents an increase of almost 52 per cent.

In other words, the oonirol group

gained sligh~ more than the experimental group, even thoUgh the former
Expressed in terms ot percentile

did not receive remedial. instruotion.

points, the control group gained 3.5 points more than the experimental.

group.

TABLE I
Jfean Percentile Rank Aohieved by' Experimental. and
Control Groups on InitUl. Test and Retest
Preliminarr Experiment, 1940 - 1941
Jfean Percentile Rank
Teat

Retest

Diff.

Percent
of gain"

Oontrol

39.62

60.12

20.50

51.76

~erimental.

39.17

56.12

16.95

43.27

Experimental 1

38.39

58.68

20.)

52.8

It is to be noted, however, that two students in the experimental.
group oommitted a response error on the retest.

Test 7 of the Iowa Silent

Reading Tests is pri.mari13" concerned not 'With reading as such, but with the
ability of the student to locate various items of information under the
proper categories ot an index.

Part B of Test

7, "Selection of KeyWords",

-

requires the student to select one word out of four lIhich would not, if'
consulted in an index,lead to the information requested by the corresponding question.

On

the retest, two students failed to note the negative

aspect of this subtest.

They therefore' selected the word most likeJ;[ to

lead to the desired information.

Scoring procedure does not take :1.nt.o

account the possibility of such a response error.

It was therefore not

possible to give these two students
subtest.

~ cre~t

for their respons_ on this

This in turn detracted signiticantlT fram the performance of the

entire experimental group.
It was therefore decided to exclude
two students.

entire~

the test results of these

When this allowanoe was made, the mean peroentile rank of

the operimental group was on the initial test was 38.3 and on the retest
was 58.6.

This was a gain of 20.3 peroentile points, which oonstituted an

increase of 52.8%.

If, therefore, this response error is taken into

acoount, the results indioate that the oontrol group gained 20.5 peroentile
points whUe the experimental group gained 20.3 points.

Although this

differenoe between the gains of the two groups is negligj,ble, the results
4I"e an indication that the remedial instruction did not produce the desired
results.
Relative to the signifioance of the differenoe between the mean percentile soores attained by both groups from. test to retest, the following
figures are of interest.

If the two students who committed the response

error mentioned above are included in the experimental group, it is evident

that tais class of twenty" four students aohieved a mean gain of 17.0 peroentUe points.

The Probable Error of this differenoe between the means

on the test and the retest is 3.03.

It is therefore apparent that the

difference between the means i t 5.61 times, the probable error of the difference.

This in turn indicates that the chances are much less than one

out of 100 that the observed ditf'erence could be traceable to a chance
variation.

In other words, it is practicallT a oertainty that the differ-

. enoe was produced by some factor other than chance, and from the
statistical point of view the difference is

hig~

significant.

pur~
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When the two students who committed the response error on T_t 7 are
excluded £rom the experimental group, the difference between the test mean
and the retest mean is 20.3 percentile points.
difference is 2.88.

The probable error of this

This difference is therefore 7.05 times the probable

error of the difference.

Again, it is indicated that the difference could

not have been produced by' azrr chance variation and that the result is statisticallY significant.
At this point in the analysis of the results of the preliminar.r experiment, one might be tempted to conclude that the differences mentioned
above are the results of remedial instruction, and to draw the turther
inference that, since the differences are highlY significant, the remedial.
J

course must have been effective.

Judging from the literature, such conclu-

sions are frequently drawn from analogous results.
nlustrative of the value and indispensibility of controlled e:x:perimentation, however, is the

ines~apable

fact that the control group mani-

fested a similar gain from test to retest, and that this gain is highly
significant from the statistical point of view.
gain of 20.5 percentile points.
'2.80.

The control group showed a

The Probable Error of this difference is

The difference between the two means is therefore 7.32 times the

Probable Error of the

differe~ce.

As in the case of the experimental group,

therefore, one is forced to the conclusion that this difference cannot be a
chance variation

and is statistically significant.

This surprising gain on the part ot the control group, who received no
remedial instruction in reading

other~han

one lecture devoted to the gen-

eral. topic in Freshmen Orientation class, casts an entirely different light
on the results observed in the case ot the experimental. group.

Although
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the statistical significanoe of the gain made by the experimental.,group
cannot be denied, it is impossible, in view of the similar and equall7 significant gain made by the contro1 group, to ascribe the increase to the
remedial instruction.
It has not been possible to designate that factor, or complex of
factors, which produced the . increase on the part of both grollps.

That the

factor was not pure chance is indicated by the high degree of statistical
significance attaching to the respective differences.

It is highl:,y improb-

able that the one lecture on the general topic of reading, which was
directed to the control group as members of the Freshmen Orientation class,.
could have been responsible for the observed increase in reading ability'
made by this group.

FUrthermore, the experimental group also entered into

the Orientation class.

It is possible that a variety' of undetected but

potent inf1uences in the test environment contributed to the gains made by
both groups.

The initial test was administered in a large gymnasium, with

over 200 stUdents participating; the final test, after remedial instructiOll
of the experimental group, was administered in a large science lecture-roan
to only 70 students.

The most plausible hn>othesis, however, seems to be

that the gains made by both grollps were the effects of practice,

bec~use

of the fact that the same form of the Iowa Silent Reading Tests, Form Am,
was used both for the initial test and for the final test.

It would seem

reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the remedial reading instruction.
during the prelim1n8l7 experiment was not effective, and that both groups

made an almost identical gain simply due to practice effect.
The results, however, of the main experiment, which conducted during
the academic year of' 1941 - 1942, were quite different.

As pointed out

above, two different forms of the Iowa Silent Reading Tests were.sed
during this phase of the experiment.

Form Am was used for the 1n1t1al test,

while Form Bm was administered for retest purposes.
errors occurred.

Further, no response

Table II sets forth the difference in mean percentile r

achieved by both groups from test to retest.

TABLE II
Jfean Percentile Bank Achieved by Experimental and.

Control Groups on Init1al Test and Retest
JIain Experiment, 1941 - 1942
)(ean Percentile Rank
Test Retest Diff.

Percent
of gain

Experimental

44.0

".h

11.4

2,.9

Control

44.0

42.0

-2.0

-4.,

It is to be noted that while the experimental
centile points, the control group lost 2.0 points.
devel~ent

group

gained 11.4 per-

This rather puzzling

becomes less surprising when it is remembered that there is

some evidence that Form Bm of the Iowa Silent Reading Tests is more difficult than Form Am.

For example,

Kenne~

reports that results achieved b.r

two groups, previously equated with respect to intelligence, and general
scholastic achievement, indicated that Form Dn is eight percentile points
more difficult than Form Am.l

If this estimate is accurate, it is possible

that the control group gained six percentile points while tile experimental
group actually mq have gained almost 20 points.

Disregarding this possi-

bility,. howeyer, the gain made by the experimental group is equivalent te

*,

i Kenn

Thomas. liThe Radio as a Distractor in Silent Reaciing."
Master's Thesis, La,rola University, 1940.
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an increase of 30%, while the control group manifested a 108s of •

.,% ill

mean percentile standing.
The significance of the gain made by the experimental group is attested to by the following figures.

The difference between the test mean

and the retest mean, in terms of percentile scores, is

n.4

points.

Probable Error of the difference between these two means is 2.64.

The
The

difference is therefore 4.32 times the Probable Error of the difference.
Since it is general.ly accepted that chance cannot account for a difference
which is fOllr or more times larger than its probable error, it may be iJlferred that the gain manifested by the experimental group is statisticall.y"
significant.

Since the equated control group made no such gain, but ac-

tua.l.ly lost 2.0 percentile points it is to be inferred that the gain of the
experimental. group resul~ed "from the remedial reading instruction.
The scores attained by both groups on, the seven subtests of the Iowa
Silent 'Reading Tests were analysed to determine i f the remedial instruction
had produced any significant increase in the specific reading abilities
purportedly measured by the subtests.

The seven subtests and their related

abilities are as follows: Test 1: Part A: Rate, Part B: Comprehension;
Test 2: Directed Reading; Test 3: Poetry Comprehension; Test 4: Word Meaning; Test
Locati~n

5:

Sentence Meaning; Test 6: Paragraph Comprehension; Test 7:

of Information.

It is apparent from the figures set forth in Table III that the experimental group made a very- large gain only in one category-: rate or speed
of reading.

With respect to this ability, the mean subtest standard score

for the group on the first

te~t

was 78, and on the retest 97, an increase

of 19 subtest standard score units.

The Probable Error of this difference
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TABLE In

Difference between )lean Subtest standard
Scores on Initial. Test and Retest
1941 - 1942
1 6 7
$ubtest A B Av 2
3 4 5 A B Av AB
Test 78 89 83 16 90 84 84 82 80 81 79 79
Experimental Retest 97 87 93 78 85 92 84 89 85 87 82 72
Group
])iff. 19 -2 10 2 -5 8 0 7 5 6 3 -7

AT

79
17
-2

Test 73 82 78 76 82 86 85 82 79 81 79 78 79
Retest 76 86 81 77 79 88 80 87 78 83 76 71 74
nitf'.
3 4 3 1 -3 2 -5 5 -1 2 -3 -7 -5

Oontro1

Group

Gain of Experimental
over Control Group

is 1.98.

16 -6

7

1 -2

6

5

2

6

4

6

0

3

In other words, with respect to rate, the difference between the

test mean and the retest mean is 9.6 times the probable error of the difference.

This indicates that the difference (cannot be the result of chance

variation.

In other words, the remedial instruction produced a markedly'

significant increase in rate of reading on the part of the remedial or
experimental group.
group.

No such increase in rate was m.anifested by" the control

The obvious inference is that the remedial instruction had been

quite effective in increasing the speed of reading of members of the ex-

perimental group.
Further anal.y"sis revealed that increases made by the two groups on
the other subtests were not statisticallY' significant and therefore might
well have been produced by" chance variations.

The crtterion used in judg-

ing statistical significance is the accepted rule that, unless the observed

difference is four or more times its probable error, the change
been produced by chance and is therefore mot significant.

~

have

The ratio be-
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tween the respective differences on the other subtests and
ponding probable errors ranged from

2., to 3.4.

their~orres

This last ratio approaches

statistical significance, and was apparent in the gain made b.Y the experimental gr.oup on subtest 4, which allegedly measures word meaning.

In gen- .

eral, however, the gains or losses manifested b.Y both groups on the remaining subtests were small, lacking in statistical significance and quite
probably due to chance variations.

OHAPTER IV

SUlDIARI AND CONCLUSION

In view of the admitted importance for college students of the

abil-

ity to read rapidly and with the maximum of comprehension,- and because no
unequivocal evidence exists concerning the value of remedial reading instructioJl on the college level, an e:xperimental program was undertaken in
the College of Arts and Sciences of Loyola University in Chicago.

It was

the purpose of this experiment to determine whether the reading ability of
college Freshmen, as measured b7 a standardized reading test, can be improved significantly by" a remedial reading course in which the stll;dents
meet twice a week for one hour periods during one-half of a semester.
The writer reviewed fifteen reports in the literature concerningremedial reading programs on the college level.

Two_ of these studies expressed

scepticism concerning the value and effectiveness of group instruction on
the college level.

The remaining studies reported vary'1.ng degrees of suc-

oess with different types of remedial programs.

Some question is raised

concerning the validity of the experimental techniques employed in fourteen
of the fifteen studies.
In the present investigation, a remedial reading course was adminis-

tered to freshmen in the College of Arts and Sciences during the academic
years of 1940 - 1941 and 1941 - 1942.

This course was given during one

half of one semester, the class meeting twice each week for a period of
fifty minntes.

A description is given of the. lectures
and the material
.

used for practice purposes.

An account is also set forth of the manner in
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